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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Ina Road/Oracle Road (SR 77) intersection improvement project is a Regional Transportation
Authority (RTA) funded roadway project administered by the Pima County Department of
Transportation.
Currently, heavy traffic demand creates excessive delays and long queues during the morning, mid‐
day, and evening peak periods at this intersection. This congestion has produced increasing
neighborhood cut‐through traffic as motorists divert onto local streets to avoid the intersection and
impacts access to businesses in the vicinity. While current traffic volumes, which are approaching
100,000 vpd, clearly indicate the need for a grade‐separated intersection as recommended in the
Oracle Road/SR 77 Corridor Study, current RTA funding for improvements to this intersection is
limited. Therefore, the scope of this RTA project is to implement interim intersection improvements
that will provide the most benefit to existing and future intersection traffic operations and safety,
while mitigating to the greatest extent possible impacts to adjacent neighborhoods and businesses.

PROJECT TASKS AND TIMELINE
The project was initiated in January 2009. Initial engineering tasks completed included traffic analysis
and an alternatives assessment. An alternatives assessment report was completed in December 2009
and distributed to Pima County and ADOT. Preliminary (60%) design plans of the proposed
improvements were completed in December 2010.
Public outreach efforts to date have included meetings with individual property owners, four
neighborhood focus group meetings, and a meeting with the Northwest Area Transportation
Coalition during the project assessment phase, and an open house at the completion of the
preliminary design plans.

Subsequent public outreach will include meetings with individual

property owners, as necessary, as well as outreach to businesses in the area by the RTA’s MainStreet
business assistance program.
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC MEETINGS
Neighborhood Focus Group Meetings
Monday June 21, 2010
St. Odilia’s Catholic Church
Session 1: 5:00 – 6:30 p.m.
Northwest Quadrant – Catalina 2, Loma Alta, Catalina Citrus Estates, Casa Cananea
Mailings: 65
Attendance: 14
Session 2: 7:00 – 8:30 p.m.
Southwest Quadrant ‐ Casas Adobes Estates, Chula Vista
Mailings: 54
Attendance: 17
Wedneday June 30, 2010
St. Odilia’s Catholic Church
Session 1: 5:00 – 6:30 p.m.
Northeast Quadrant – Catalina Village 1 & 3, Oracle Medical Plaza, Northwest Corporate Center
Mailings: 132
Attendance: 12
Session 2: 7:00 – 8:30 p.m.
Southeast Quadrant – La Toscana Village, Casas Adobes No. 3
Mailings: 99
Attendance: 13
The format of these meetings included a presentation and overview of the project followed by
breakout into three groups at which facilitated discussions were held. Presentation graphics included
boards displaying the proposed improvements and summary of benefits, as well as a video of a traffic
simulation with the improvements in place. Feedback from each focus group was recorded. Written
comments were also provided by participants. Meeting announcements, handouts, comments, and
comment summaries are attached.
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Northwest Area Transportation Coalition Quarterly Meeting
Thursday, July 15, 2010
Pima County Library – Nanini Branch
A presentation, including a video traffic simulation, was followed by
discussion.

a question and answer

Public Open House
Tuesday, November 30, 2010
Cross Middle School
Mailings: 1300
Attendance: 67
The format of this meeting included a presentation and overview of the project followed by an open
house to allow attendees to review project information and ask questions. Presentation graphics
included boards displaying the proposed improvements and summary of benefits, as well as a video
of a traffic simulation with the improvements in place. Written comments were provided by
participants. Meeting announcements, handouts, comments, and comment summaries are attached.
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NEIGHBORHOOD FOCUS GROUP MEETINGS
Comment Summary, Meeting Materials, Comment Forms
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Ina Road/Oracle Road Improvements – June 21 Focus Group Meetings
Summary of Comments
Responses are provided in bold.
1. Current problems at the intersection
• Severe congestion limits access to subdivisions and businesses. Most local residents simply
avoid the intersection during rush hours.
• Nearly everyone who attended from the southwest neighborhood is very concerned about the
cut-through traffic on Giaconda Way and Via Assisi caused by the congested intersection. They
also feel that the recent (last 3 yrs) changes to access to the Casas Adodes Plaza on Giaconda
have added to the cut-through traffic problem.
• Several comments noted that access to the Casas Adobes Plaza is unsafe and that left-turns
out of Via Ponte are not possible due to heavy traffic on Ina Road.
• Residents from the northeast neighborhood noted that left-turns onto Ina Road from Yucca Via
are nearly impossible during rush hours due to the long westbound right-turn queue. Conflicts
with U-turners from the Safeway Center was also noted as a concern. Maintaining safe/reliable
access to their subdivision from Ina Road is critical.
• The need for a safe bus stop with a structure on the southwest corner at Casa Adobes was also
noted. Pima County and the RTA will be installing a concrete bus pad with shelter, ADA
accessible ramps, and sidewalk as a separate project. Construction of the bus stop
should begin in Spring 2011.

2. WB Dual Right-Turn Lanes on Ina Road
• All responses strongly encouraged improving this movement.
• Several suggested that a free-flow right-turn lane will provide greater benefit. A free-flow rightturn lane option was evaluated. While this option provides slightly higher capacity over
dual right-turn lanes, it also will create an unsafe merging situation on northbound
Oracle Road and impact motorists entering/exiting the shopping center to the north of
Ina Road. The dual right option will also provide a break in right-turn traffic flow so that
pedestrians can cross. As such dual right-turn lanes are considered a better overall
option from both a capacity and safety standpoint.
• Several noted concerns about ped/bike safety and potential conflicts between right-turns and
SB U-turns. The proposed improvements include the provision of bike lanes, added
sidewalk on the northeast and southwest corners, and wider median refuges on Ina
Road. ADOT is against prohibiting southbound U-turns on Oracle Road, The dual rightturn lane design will allow the U-turns to continue without conflicting with the rightturns.

3. Indirect Left-Turn
• Four responses favor it; No one is opposed to it, but have concerns regarding operational and
access impacts.
• Casas Adobes Plaza is very concerned regarding left-turn access on Ina, considering that a full
median opening currently exists at Via Ponte. Removing this median opening would severely
impact the Casas Adobes businesses. Providing safe access to adjacent businesses and
neighborhoods is an important goal of this project. Several options for maintaining and
even enhancing access to the Casas Adobes Plaza are being considered.
• Specific concerns noted include:
i. Adding the ILT signal on the west side will cause more traffic to cut through the
residential area using Via Assisi/Giaconda and north using Paseo Norte. Residents of
the southwest neighborhood who were in attendance indicated they will support the ILT
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if cut through traffic is addressed either using traffic circles or closing Giaconda just to
the west of Via Ponte. By reducing the cycle length at the Ina/Oracle signal, we will
be able to reduce the length of backups on all approaches and the time a
motorist is stopped. This should reduce the incentive for westbound motorists
on Ina to cut through the neighborhood using Via Assisi/Giaconda. Pima County
is working with the neighborhood to evaluate options to prevent/reduce cut
through traffic on these roadways.
Backups at the ILT signal on the east side will impact access at Yucca Via. Analysis
of the evening peak hour traffic conditions indicates that backup of westbound
vehicles turning right at Oracle Road will be reduced significantly and will no
longer block Yucca Via. The analysis also indicates that the backup in the
through lanes resulting from the ILT signal should not block Yucca Via.
Residents of the northwest neighborhood would like the ILT signal to be moved to
Yucca Via and/or reopen access to Old Ina Road further to the east. Placing the ILT
signal at Yucca Via was considered, however in doing so left-turn access into the
Safeway shopping center, which has high volume of traffic, would be eliminated.
It was determined that access to the center needs to be maintained. Re-opening
access at Old Ina has been assessed. Providing a left-turn out movement at this
intersection will require substantial modifications to the Ina Road median so that
access to the Casas Adobes neighborhood on the south side of Ina can be
provided.
Several comments noted that without proper signal coordination, including Via Assisi
and Westward Look, the ILT would not work. The analysis of traffic operations
included coordination with the upstream signals at Via Assisi and Westward
Look. By reducing the signal cycle at Ina/Oracle, Pima County will be able to
improve signal coordination along all of Ina Road.
Impacts of the west ILT signal on the existing bus stop and park & ride lot need to be
addressed. Impacts of the west ILT signal on the existing bus stop on the south
side of Ina Road was considered. Since the bus stop is located within the rightturn lane at Via Ponte, the proposes improvements will not impact bus
operations.
Bicycle and pedestrian safety with this option is a primary concern. The proposed
improvements include the provision of bike lanes, added sidewalk on the
northeast and southwest corners, and wider median refuges on Ina Road.

4. Miscellaneous
• Add sidewalk on the north side of Ina from Westward Look to Oracle. Sidewalk will be added
on the north side between Yucca Via and Oracle Road, however funding is insufficient to
extend the sidewalk to Westward Look.
• Several residents voiced concern about the impact on their neighborhoods during construction.
It is expected that the proposed improvements can be quickly constructed within a 2month period since no utilities need to be relocated, there is little earthwork, no
underground storm drain needs to be installed, and there are no structures that need to
be constructed. While traffic cutting through neighborhoods to avoid construction is
unavoidable with urban roadway reconstruction projects, the construction schedule will
be short.
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Ina Road/Oracle Road Improvements – June 30 Focus Group Meetings
Summary of Comments
5. Current problems at the intersection
• Congestion during peak hours is the primary problem. During other times of the day, access
onto Ina Road and Oracle Road is not a problem. Cut-through traffic in the Casas Adobes
subdivision to the southeast is not considered a problem.
• The existing bus stop on westbound Ina Road creates problems for the gas station. Buses
block the only driveway onto Ina Road. Relocation of this bus stop to just east of the gas
station driveway is proposed. This would eliminate buses blocking access to the station.

6. WB Dual Right-Turn Lanes on Ina Road
• Nearly all responses strongly encouraged improving this movement.

7. Indirect Left-Turn
• One response favors it; Two responses feel it is a bad idea and will create greater traffic
congestion on Ina Road and make it more difficult to travel south on Oracle Road from
westbound Ina Road. Analysis of traffic operations with the proposed improvements
indicates that motorist delay and backups on both Ina Road and Oracle Road will be
reduced, thus reducing overall congestion for the 96,000 motorists that travel through
the area.

8. Miscellaneous
• The ability to make a direct left-turn from eastbound Ina Road to Northern Avenue was
requested. Due to the close proximity of Northern Ave. to the Ina/Oracle intersection,
provision of a median opening to provide for left-turns onto Northern Ave would create
an unsafe condition and would negatively impact traffic operations at the intersection.
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Ina-Oracle Intersection Improvements – Table Session Comments
Monday June 21, 2010
Transcribed from Table Notes:
Neighborhood Traffic Calming/Access
SW Neighborhood:
•
•
•

Concerns with Via Ponte neighborhood and traffic impacts, cut thru traffic
Issues with on street parking on Giaconda
Concern with cut thru traffic (and traffic from Casas Adobes Plaza) using Giaconda to Via
Assisi to make Eastbound Ina left
• Is it possible to install barricade at Giaconda to prevent cut thru traffic?
• Concern about cut thru traffic during construction
• Concern with 18 wheelers using Giaconda and Via Assisi
• Issue with produce trucks using neighborhood roads
• Cut thru traffic results in unsafe conditions Barricade between Via Ponte and Via Veneza on
Giaconda
• Proposal to install traffic circles with stop control strategically within southwest neighborhood
• Traffic on Ina uses Giaconda EB
• Close Giaconda at Ponte
• Trucks from Casas Adobe use Giaconda to get to Ina
• Construction time access management (how do you keep nonresidents out of local
neighborhoods?)
• Want to reduce cut‐through traffic on Giaconda
• Concern about impact to Paseo Del Norte
NE Neighborhood:
•
•
•
•

Question raised in county could connect residential street (Old Ina) to Westward Look Street
Add more access to the NE neighborhood, perhaps move access east on Ina
Provide opportunity for egress/ingress at Yucca Via
o What is queue impact from new signal?
Consider reopening previous opening to neighborhood on NE corner, east of Yucca Via

Design Concept
•
•
•
•
•

Concern about how to mitigate improper/illegal lefts at Oracle intersection
Concern about perception with having to navigate 2 signals in order to make a left turn
Concern about drainage west side, North Oracle
Concern about Casas Adobes traffic being able to make left on westbound Ina. This will no
longer be possible with indirect left option.
Concern about dual right queue backing up to prevent efficient U‐turn (NB left on Oracle)
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Question asked if Ina thru movement delay/travel time is the “same” for both existing
conditions vs. indirect left proposal
Casa Adobes’ representative
o West Ina movement from property seems excessive (i.e. having to pass thru Oracle
twice to head west)
Concern about out‐of‐town visitors and how they might interpret the signal(i.e. successfully
navigate them)
What impacts are there to Catalina Property (east of Shell gas station)?
Can we use purchased property off Old Ina to assist/offset Catalina property’s parking?
Analyze/simulate WB thru queue at new signal on east leg
Make sure bus stop treatments/landscaping at west leg park & ride is maintained
o Will bus stop at park & ride impede the U‐turns?
Provide more crossing time for peds
Why are there no trucks in simulation‐ 18 wheelers making U‐turn will hold up a whole cycle
at U‐turn signals
o Analyze impacts of this with coord.
Agree that dual right turn is a huge benefit
Like that indirect left removes EB left turn swinging wide to block WB right turn
Does not believe that reducing the cycle will reduce queuing
Want to make sure signals are coordinated correctly [heard this comment a lot]

Alternatives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is it possible to make west Ina signal a fully signal to allow westbound lefts?
Yucca left turn gap length, opportunities to turn onto Ina
Widen Orange Grove as an alternative for east‐west travel
Move East signal to Yucca intersection
o Are there driveway counts at Yucca?
Is it possible to move west signal to Via Ponte?
With purchase of Shell Station, is it possible to have 1 continuous flow right turn lane onto
northbound Oracle
Why not continuous WB right turn instead of dual right turns?

Other
•
•
•
•
•

This is only a bandaid fix for a much larger problem
How long will construction take?
Question about possible development east of UPH facility on south side of Ina
Provide exhibits of proposed improvements on the web
“Day late and a few dollars short”

PlMA COUNTY

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
201 NORTH STONE AVENUE, FOURTH FLOOR
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85701-1207

(520) 7406410
FAX (520) 740-6439

PRISCILLA S. CORNELIO, P. E.
DIRECTOR

June 8,2010

Neighborhood Workshop Sessions
Ina Road and Oracle Road Intersection Improvements
Monday, June 21,2010
Dear Neighbor:
The Pima County Department of Transportation and the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA)
would like to invite you to a series of neighborhood workshops for future improvements to the Ina Road
and Oracle Road intersection. These workshops are being held to learn about the neighborhood traffic
impacts of the intersection and obtain feedback on future improvements.
The workshops will be held on:

Date:
Location:

Monday, June 21,2010
Saint Odilia Church
7570 North Paseo Del Norte
Parish Hall

Session One - 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. -Northeast Quadrant
Catalina Village 1,2, and 3
Oracle Medical Plaza Condominiums
Northwest Corporate Center
Session Two - 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. - Southwest Quadrant
Casas Adobes Estates Subdivision
If you have additional questions regarding this meeting, please contact Julie C. Simon, Community
Relations at (520)740-64 10 or e-mail Julie.Simon~dot.pima.aov.
Sincerely,
n

Priscilla S. Cornelio, P.E.
Director

\

The Pima County Department of Transportation, in conjunction with the RTA and the Arizona
Department of Transportation, has initiated a project to increase capacity and enhance safety at
the Oracle Road/Ina Road intersection. Funding for this project is being provided through the
RTA.

Improving traffic conditions at this intersection is a high priority for a number of reasons:






Oracle Road (State Route 77) and Ina Road are critical roadways in the
metropolitan Pima County transportation system, serving regional mobility
and commerce.
Today, over 96,000 vehicles pass through this intersection each day, the 7th
highest in the region.
This daily volume of traffic is expected to swell to 126,000 vehicles over the
next 20 to 30 years as Oro Valley, Catalina, and Pinal County continue to
develop.
The current capacity of the Oracle Road/Ina Road intersection is woefully
inadequate, creating a bottleneck in the regional transportation system and
causing:

¾
¾
¾
¾

lengthy delays and backups,
undesirable cut‐through traffic in nearby neighborhoods,
limited access to businesses in the area, and
reduced air quality.

The Oracle Road/Ina Road project is currently in the preliminary engineering phase.
Improvement alternatives have been evaluated and the results and recommendations will be
presented to the public for comment at a series of meetings. Once the improvement concept has
been finalized, preparation of construction documents will begin. It is anticipated that
construction could begin in the fall of 2011.

Project Contacts:
Bob Roggenthen
Pima County Project Manager
520-740-2601
Bob.Roggenthen@dot.pima.gov
Jason Simmers or Jim Schoen
Kittelson & Associates
520-544-4067 x-703
jsimmers@kittelson.com
jschoen@kittelson.com

Project Website: www.roadprojects.pima.gov
Julie Simon
Pima County Community Relations
520-740-6410
Julie.Simon@dot.pima.gov
Britton Dornquast
RTA Mainstreet Small Business Alliance
520-838-4352
info@mainstreetinfo.org

This is a project of the Regional Transportation Authority. The voter-approved $2.1 billion RTA plan will be implemented through
2026. Details about the full plan are available at www.RTAmobility.com. The RTA has a nine member board with representatives
from local, state, and tribal governments. This project is being managed by Pima County.
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OPEN HOUSE
Comment Summary, Meeting Materials, Comment Forms
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Ina Road/Oracle Road Improvements – November 2010 Open House
Summary of Comments
Responses are in Bold.
9. Current problems at the intersection
• Local residents avoid the intersection during rush hours.
• Residents from the northeast neighborhood noted that it is very difficult to exit onto Ina Road,
particularly left-turns, from Yucca Via during peak hours due to the long westbound right-turn
queue.
• Access to the Safeway Center is unsafe. The left-turn from the center onto westbound Ina
Road is difficult.
• Long intersection delays at Oracle/Ina cause vehicles to cut through neighborhoods on the
northeast, southeast, and southwest quadrants.
• The long right-turn backup on westbound Ina Road is a major problem.

10. WB Dual Right-Turn Lanes on Ina Road
• Most of the responses showed strong support for the westbound dual right-turn lanes. The
benefit to access at Yucca Via was questioned.
• There was some concern regarding the merging of the RT lanes on northbound Ina Road.
• Some noted that this improvement would not address the neighborhood cut through traffic
problem.

11. Indirect Left-Turn (ILT) Signals
• Comments express concern over how this improvement will operate, will the expected benefits
actually be realized, and what impacts it will have on neighborhood cut-through traffic and
access to businesses and neighborhoods.
• Specific concerns noted include:
i. How will the access to the Safeway Center, particularly left-turns onto westbound Ina
Road be affected. Currently, full access movement is allowed at the median
opening on Ina Road at the eastern driveway of the Safeway Center. During peak
traffic periods on weekdays and on weekends, left-turns out of the center onto
westbound Ina Road are difficult and unsafe due to backups in the westbound
direction and high traffic volumes in the eastbound direction. During these
periods, motorists wishing to turn onto westbound Ina Road do so by first
turning right onto eastbound Ina Road and then making a U-turn. With the ILT
signal placed at the Safeway driveway, exiting left-turns will be prohibited,
although all other turning movements will be allowed. Motorists wishing to travel
west on Ina Road can make a right turn at the westernmost Safeway driveway
and make a U-turn at either the ILT signal or another median opening further to
the east as they currently do today. They can also turn right onto Oracle Road,
turn right onto Ina Road and then make the U-turn at the ILT signal.
ii. The ILT signals will be confusing to visitors. Illuminated LED “No Left-Turn” signs
will be placed at Oracle Road to alert motorists that left-turns are prohibited.
Signing that will be consistent with that which will be installed at the Grant/Oracle
intersection where ILT signals will also be constructed, will direct motorists
through the intersection to the U-turn signals.
iii. Adding the ILT signals will increase congestion and delays in the area and increase
neighborhood cut-through traffic.. By reducing the cycle length at the Ina/Oracle
signal, the length of backups on all approaches and the time a motorist is
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stopped will be reduced. This should reduce the incentive for motorists on Ina
Road and Oracle Road to cut through the neighborhoods.
iv. Backups at the ILT signal on the east side will impact access at Yucca Via. Analysis
of the evening peak hour traffic conditions, which are the heaviest and have the
greatest impact at Yucca Via, shows that backup of westbound vehicles turning
right at Oracle Road will be reduced significantly and will no longer block Yucca
Via. The analysis also indicates that the backup in the through lanes resulting
from the ILT signal will not block Yucca Via.
Several comments suggested that extending the existing single left-turn lanes or widening to
add dual left-turn lanes on Ina Road would be a better solution. Extending the existing single
left-turn lanes will provide additional storage, however will not provide an opportunity to
reduce the cycle length at Ina/Oracle to reduce overall delay and queuing. In addition,
extending these lanes will eliminate any left-turn access (in or out) to the Casas Adobes
Center and possibly the Safeway Center. Adding dual left-turn lanes on Ina Road will also
not benefit overall intersection operations since traffic in dual lanes will only be able to
turn left on a green arrow, as is currently done on northbound and southbound Oracle
Road,

12. Miscellaneous
• Several comments noted that a GSI is needed at this intersection to properly address the
congestion issue.
• Several comments noted that widening Orange Grove Road, Magee Road, and Tangerine Road
would relieve the congestion at Ina/Oracle. Projects to widen Magee Road from Oracle
Road to Thornydale Road will be implemented over the next 3-5 years. Preliminary
design for Tangerine Road has started, although construction is probably 5-10 years
away.
• Residents in the northwest quadrant suggested that Old Ina Road should be extended to
Westward Look Drive to provide safer access at the traffic signal onto Ina Road.
• The impact of the proposed improvements on access from the Safeway Center to Ina Road
needs to be mitigated.
• Some residents in the Casas Adobes neighborhood located on the southwest quadrant are
concerned about the impacts of potentially closing access to Oracle Road via Giaconda Way.
The potential closure of Giaconda Way is not associated with the Ina/Oracle
improvements, but is a request generated by the neighborhood to address current
issues with cut-through traffic.
• One comment requested that a traffic signal be installed on Oracle Road at Giaconda Way.
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Ina Road/Oracle Road Improvements – November 30, 2010, Public Open House
Comments
Current problems at the intersection
• I live in Casa Adobes, drive through the proposed project area several times a day
• Only getting out of Safeway turning onto west bound Ina, try it turn south on Oracle be a use of
the right turn for Ina (Oro Valley residents) backed up traffic
• Cars ignore the “Do Not Block the Intersection” signs that are posted immediately east of
Yucca, which is our access road to Ina. So cars block the entrance to Yucca from Ina and it is
difficult and sometimes dangerous to exit right or left from Yucca, or to enter it via a left turn
from Ina.
• We live northeast of the Oracle/Ina Intersection. Yucca is our only exit if we wish to head east
or south into town. Anytime after 4 pm there is right turn traffic backed up from Oracle across
Yucca making getting out, especially to cross Ina very difficult
• Substantially! Noise, congestion, unwanted traffic in neighborhood, drivers using circular drive
to make u-turn
• I sit through multiple left hand turn lights on Oracle southbound. (Luckily only one day a week
rush hour.) The double right westbound should be an improvement.
• I take alternate routes to visit relatives (I’m retired). Usually La Canada – but that’s a mess not
too!! Also – and more important it is very difficult to get in/out of Safeway area and dangerous.
I tend to avoid rush hour (or almost any hour) visits there
• People, trucks, semis, buses cutting thru at speeds to fast for narrow 1950 subdivision streets
• W can not enter or exit our neighborhood during peak traffic hours
• The County supervisors never should have allowed the developers to build and build and build
to the north and west unless they had figured out how people would get from their jobs to their
houses. Cutting through our neighborhoods
• I live in the area and have a business in the area that was just severely impacted by lane
restriction on Ina and La Canada project. I shop at Safeway and bank at Bank of America.
• I currently do not make the turns north on Oracle from the east and only occasionally from the
west. The congestion is mostly on the westbound going north, so why eliminate the left turns
which are not backed up at this time, especially the west bound going south.
• We use Westward Look Drive in order to get to Ina Road. Very often we have to go east to 1st
avenue to Orange Grove and then go west to get to Oracle. At times, when trying to return
home from the west, we have to wait for a red light at Westward Look Drive. That light is
triggered only by traffic trying to leave the drive.
• Just the congestion at the site. For us it is not too bad. Except the anxiety of the long-longlines to the right turn at Oracle. Please make left turn light out of Westward Look a little longer –
so that at least 3 cars can get through.
• Lengthy wait times at intersection. Cut-through traffic through the Casa Adobes neighborhood.

WB Dual Right-Turn Lanes on Ina Road
• This is a great idea! My only concern is that people tend to forget how to merge at a yield sign,
and instead come to a dead stop, even when they have a lane
• Badly needed! Good Idea!
• It is not clear how dual right turn lanes would affect access from Yucca on to Ina and from Ina
onto Yucca. If there is a red light installed at the present u-turn location it would back traffic
east of the light even more making it even more difficult and dangerous to enter and exit Yucca.
It would mean 2 lanes backed up and blocking Yucca
• Our concern is the addition of a red light at the turnaround west of Yucca, before Oracle. This
will exacerbate the traffic backups across Yucca.
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In general, have you considered going overhead/below grade with the thru lanes of Ina & Oracle
and use off ramps for turns or exiting of the major roads and perhaps this is not visually
appealing, but would be much more effective.
Will it really reduce the backup as much as predicted? Will there be barriers to prevent people
from jumping into the right 2 lanes from the straight westbound lanes?
Doesn’t really affect my north-south travel
It does nothing to solve our neighborhood problems
Our neighborhood has one access/egress to Ina Road and that is Yucca Via. There will be no
way to get out because of continual lines of right hand turns. There must be a flashing light or
big sign so people (drivers) do not block Yucca Via
This is needed and a good idea
Still have a light. People don’t stop now before proceeding – will do it less when they think both
turn lanes are dedicated. U turns are less direct and will cause their backups. Just adding
more lights and ____ sections (u-turn).
If that is the only change made, it will ease the queue waiting to make the turn. Hopefully the
queue will no longer reach Westward Look Drive.
This should be your First Action – once you take care of this mess – the rest would be quite
acceptable.
Seems like a good idea to alleviate right-turn backup.

Indirect Left-Turn
• This is a terrible idea! Have you even seen the amount of traffic coming in and out of Safeway
at 5 pm? A light at that exit off Ina from the shopping center is a good idea, but I think Tucson is
far more obsessed with u-turns than it should be. There’s nothing wrong with a left-turn. What
about extending the length of the left turn lanes?
• Add the double right turn lane on west bound Ina and call it a day. Leave the left turn lanes
along!
• It is not clear how indirect left turns on Ina would affect ____ of entry and exit to and from
Yucca. My concern again is the possible installation of a traffic light at the current u-turn
location.
• Very confusing for visitors – forcing a right/u-turn over a left turn
• How much additional right of way will be taken? Get on with expanding capacity on Orange
Grove!
• Go for it!!
• Suspect that increases potential for accidents – especially during rush hours
• It helps everyone except the people in the northwest quadrant.
• This will add 10 minutes to go south on Oracle road and will cause massive cutting through
neighborhoods in the area. There is no proof that this will work at the particular intersection.
• I’m not in favor of this – extend the left – turn lanes, no double left turn lanes. I don’t care if you
can’t get into Casa Adobes they can make a u-turn.
• Double traffic in the lanes just east and west of Oracle as they go to the u-turns. Make exit out
of Safeway on Ina going west impossible – now I will need to go east and u-turn – adding to the
traffic.
• U-turn west Oracle will add a light and further congest the traffic at Casas Adobes entrance by
Pei Wei.
• More traffic on neighborhood road to avoid this traffic _____. More traffic means more noise.
• This will add a significant number of cars to the dual right turn lanes on Ina. The 29 second
improvement at the intersection will be out balanced by the increase number of cars traveling
west to go north on Oracle.
• We think it would add to the confusion and congestion – If you take care of the right turn cars
everything would ease.
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New traffic light proposed for Ina at Via ponte. Please provide the length of wait times for both
Via Ponte and Oracle eastbound travel relative to the existing conditions of 1 light at Oracle
Road. How will this new light alleviate cut-through traffic in Casa Adobes? New light at
Safeway. Presently, Safeway Center very difficult to exit. Will spaced exit and u-turn still be
possible at Beyon Bread, or will the indirect left-turn extended queue lane not allow an exit at
this location? (for U-turn and westbound travel on Ina.)

Miscellaneous
• What about a light at Oracle and Giaconda? That “intersection” gets blocked up everyday
during rush hour by people blocking the path of drivers trying to make a right or left turn. This, I
believe, would also cut down on any cut-through traffic generated by the shopping center traffic
through Casa Adobes estates, which some residents of our neighborhood seem overly
concerned about.
• Yucca is the only direct access our neighborhood has to Ina Road construction there would
block ____ for a long time, inconveniencing the whole neighborhood. Please consider how to
allow residents, visitors, and service people to enter Yucca safely from Ina and how to exit it
also safely out Ina.
• Please consider the residents of the neighborhood south of Suffolk, east of Oracle, North of Ina.
Yucca is our sole egress, already blocked by traffic west bound on Ina waiting to turn north on
Oracle. Your construction promises to make our exit Via Yucca more difficult and dangerous. A
sunken north south Oracle/Ina intersection would not widen the foot prints of the intersection
(drawing provided)
• I am sympathetic to your dilemma; however, I am hearing conflicting recommendations for
resolving problem. You must evaluate the un-intended consequences of any action you take. I
am hearing that tacit approval has been given to closure of Giaconda Way west of Oracle. Any
un-intended consequences of this action would be to force the residents of the 125 homes to
use the Ina/Oracle intersection for all travel to the east/south/north of the neighborhood. It
seems that this would add to the overall problem while only marginally reducing neighborhood
traffic. It would also increase activity at the light at Ina and Via Assisi. There are easier ways to
remove the incentives to cut through this neighborhood using the resources already installed.
(Light control, signage, mandates to bus agencies, etc). Also the party organizing the closure of
Giaconda way has stated that Pima County will pay all of the costs of the closure, a fact I doubt
to be true. (Note: some of the vehicles using the Giaconda Way area Sun Tran buses {usually
empty} school buses, and large commercial trucks. These can be managed by mandates to
their agencies)
• How about an express – thru lane?
• We are part of the just over 60% of property owners in Casas Adobes neighborhood, that whole
heartedly support the blocking off of Giaconda. The complaints heard tonight represent the
minority. Please put this into effect as soon as possible.
• I suggested by mail and previous comments that Yucca Via should be closed and old Ina be
extended to Westward Look. This would allow the neighborhood a link to a road with an
existing operating light to traffic.
• Is Oro Valley going to annex to Ina Road? Widen Orange Grove! That was supposed to have
been done 20 years ago to take the onus off of Ina. Orange Grove goes far west as well.
During construction will police cars make sure that cars don’t cut through Yucca Via? It
happens now all the time. The wait times are for people who live elsewhere not people in the
area. Lengthen the red light at Westward Look! That would hold back the traffic going west in
the evening. So, for 2x a day, the people who live in these neighborhoods/areas will be
inconvenienced all the time! I don’t care about the people who are just “passing through” let
them wait.
• Please do not start construction until La Canada is completed so drivers can take it – this will
cause less congestion. Do work at night so lanes are not restricted during busy times. Traffic
flow out of Safeway must be addressed. Now with Beyond Bread open, traffic is even heavier.
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Widen Orange Grove to take some traffic off Ina and what about building a bridge over La
Cholla and Overton – every time it rains we can’t go there!
Need to propose a joint project with ADOT to more comprehensively address Oracle and Ina
traffic patterns load. Better options leaving shopping centers – like Safeway. If you make
improvements on Magee, Tangerine and other (Orange Grove) roads less people would choose
the Oracle/Ina intersection. Wait for additional funds to accumulate from 2006 sales tax so
overpass (?) construction can be realized.
Even though bond money is not available to make Orange Grove, Magee, and/or Rudasill into
through lane roads like Ina, can stimulus money be used for these projects. Several east/west
thoroughfares are a more long range solution to the traffic hemorrhage that exists in the
northern corridor. Your solution, I’m afraid, is merely a band aid.
At some time thought should be given to a clover leaf at the Ina Oracle. Please do plan ahead.
Why was this intersection given some thought and action even 1 or 5 years ago?
It is our understanding that 60% design plans have been prepared for the project. Because the
display graphics do not provide adequate detail to properly review the current development
concepts we request a pdf copy of the 60% design plans. Either electronic pdf file set or 11X17
paper set would work. Proposed Giaconda Way blockade and associated Neighborhood Traffic
Management Program (NTMP): I have previously discussed the possibility of a resident-only
gate at the Via Ponte blockade site, which is the best solution for the entire neighborhood.
PDOT responded they are not able to make this happen, unless an established HOA/Entity
asked the County for control of all the Casa Adobes streets, infrastructure improvements, etc.
PDOT has said the residents of Casas Adobes should continue to communicate between
themselves and the County, although the Phase 1 60% petition (NTMP has apparently been
reached. We would like to meet with PDOT staff and discuss the different phases of the NTMP
in relation to their potential implementation. We understand PDOT assumes the leadership role
in this program and guides the development of solutions. Please contact Mark at 243-1871 to
set up the initial meeting. At the public meeting, we were told Annie Medina was the NTMP
coordinator for this project. If so, we request a meeting with Annie as soon as possible.
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Notice of Public Open House
Oracle Rd. / Ina Rd. Intersection
Improvement Project
Tuesday, November 30, 2010
Meeting is from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. • Presentation at 6:15 p.m.
at Cross Middle School • 1000 W. Chapala Dr.

The Pima County Department of Transportation (PCDOT), in conjunction with the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) and the Arizona Department of Transportation, would like to invite you to attend a public open house for the Oracle Road / Ina Road intersection improvement project. The purpose of this project is
to increase capacity and enhance safety at the Oracle Road / Ina Road intersection.
Improving traffic conditions at this intersection is a high priority for a number of reasons: Oracle Road (State Route 77) and Ina Road are critical
roadways in the metropolitan transportation system, serving regional mobility and commerce. Over 96,000 vehicles pass through this intersection daily, the 7th
highest in this region. The daily volume of traffic is expected to increase to 126,000 vehicles over the next 20 to 30 years as Oro Valley, Catalina, and Pinal County
continue to develop. The current capacity of the Oracle Road / Ina Road intersection is inadequate, creating a bottleneck in the regional transportation system and
causing: lengthy delays and backups; undesirable cut-through traffic in nearby neighborhoods; limited access to businesses in the area; and reduced air quality.
Representatives from Pima County and the project team will be available to answer questions and address concerns about the project. The meeting will start
promptly at 6:00 p.m. with a brief presentation at 6:15 p.m., followed by an open house to review project displays. Public opinion forms will be available for public
feedback. For more information about the open house, visit www.roadprojects.pima.gov
Individuals with disabilities who require accommodations for effective participation and communication in the meeting may call Julie C. Simon with PCDOT
Community Relations at (520) 740-6410 by November 24, 2010, to make appropriate arrangements. All meeting sites are accessible.
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FACT SHEET
Ina Road/Oracle Road Improvement Project
The Pima County Department of Transportation, in conjunction with the Regional Transportation
Authority (RTA) and the Arizona Department of Transportation, has initiated a project to increase
capacity and enhance safety at the Ina Road/Oracle Road intersection. Funding for this project is being
provided through the RTA.
Improving traffic conditions at this intersection is a high priority for a number of reasons:
 Oracle Road (State Route 77) and Ina Road are critical roadways in the metropolitan
Pima County transportation system, serving regional mobility and commerce.
 Traffic volume at the Ina Road/Oracle Road has increased 58% over the past 10 years
(56,000 ADT in 1999). Today, over 96,000 vehicles pass through this intersection each
day, the 7th highest in the region.
 This daily volume of traffic is expected to swell to 126,000 vehicles over the next 20 to
30 years as Oro Valley, Catalina, and Pinal County continues to develop.
 The current capacity of the Ina Road/Oracle Road intersection is woefully inadequate,
creating a bottleneck in the regional transportation system and causing:
9 lengthy delays and backups

9 limited access to businesses in the area

9 undesirable cut-through traffic in
nearby neighborhoods

9 reduced air quality

The Ina Road/Oracle Road improvement project is currently in the preliminary engineering phase.
Improvement alternatives have been evaluated and the results and recommendations will be presented
to the public for comments. Once the improvement concept has been finalized, preparation of
construction documents will begin. It is anticipated that construction could begin in the summer of 2011.
Project Contacts:
Bob Roggenthen
Pima County Project Manager
520-740-2601
Bob.Roggenthen@dot.pima.gov

Julie Simon
Pima County Community Relations
520-740-6410
Julie.Simon@dot.pima.gov

Jason Simmers or Jim Schoen
Kittelson & Associates
520-544-4067 x-703
jsimmers@kittelson.com
jschoen@kittelson.com

Britton Dornquast
RTA - Mainstreet Small Business Assistance Program
520-838-4352
bdornquast@mainstreetinfo.org
www.mainstreetinfo.org

This is a project of the Regional Transportation Authority. The voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan will be implemented through
2026. Details about the full plan are available at www.RTAmobility.com. The Regional Transportation Authority has a nine-member
board with representatives from local, state and tribal governments. This project will be managed by Pima County.

